INSTRUCTIONS FOR PAYMENT BY BANK TRANSFER

You will have to make a bank transfer for the corresponding amount and provide the following information in the Details field:
TRM fixed code / official ID number or passport / applicant’s name and surname:
Example: TRM/ 72697202Z / Ana Pastor García

You can choose one of the following bank accounts held by the University of Navarra:

**CaixaBank**
IBAN: ES8021002173860200492749
SWIFT_BIC: CAIXESBBXXX
Address: Avda. Carlos III, 59-61 31004 Pamplona (Navarra) España

**Santander**
IBAN: ES4000491821092210657574
SWIFT_BIC: BSCHESMM
Address: Plaza del Castillo, 21 31001 Pamplona (Navarra) España

Once the transfer is completed, you must attach the proof of payment in the myDOCUMENTATION section of the myUNAV portal (miportal.unav.edu) to complete the enrollment process and be able to access the virtual classroom when the academic year begins.